Volunteers handling calls daily from 8am till 10pm

Active volunteers working on Social Media and eMail

Total number of students and Indians stranded in the UK are attended by INSA and FISI volunteers in last 3 weeks

255 emails were responded by the team working from 8am to 10pm every day. The team provided support to total of 612 Indians

690 Calls attended by volunteers to provide necessary support to students/Indians seeking help.
Help in Need is Help Indeed

Date: 2 April 2020, 15:31

Dear Team,

I am stranded in London for the past 15 days due to flight cancellations to India. My medicines were finished and I needed medicine urgently and requested FISI team for help since I didn’t know anyone in London. Mr Mishra from FISI team called me and helped me in getting medicines.

This is invaluable help in this hour of crisis. I am highly obliged for the help provided to me by FISI. My special and personal thanks to Mr Mishra for all the help.

Please keep up this selfless service. May God bless you all !!!

Regards,

268 Accommodation arranged (extended) or helped to continue the stay by discussing with landlords / student accommodations providers including stranded people.

26 People are supported with medical emergency including arranging required medicines & consultations.

2950+ Meals arranged by volunteers themselves or with the help of RAUK, SEWA UK and other organisations.

Join in by Donating generously

Note: If you are an UK taxpayer and want to GiftAid the donation, email to info@sewauk.org with full name, address, amount donated & date of donation
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